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When Reginald Pole first came to Rome in November 1536 to take up his new 
position as a cardinal, in exile from England and his now schismatic cousin, King Henry VIII, 
he must have been struck by the splendour of the papal city, the centre of Christendom. Pole 
was an important figure at the Curia: his quasi-royal status and his appointment to serve on a 
papal reform commission allowed him to mingle with the ecclesiastical elite.1 He should 
therefore have been familiar with the profusion of decorations and paintings in Italian 
churches and with the magnificent palaces in which most great cardinals lived.2 In spite of 
being a prolific writer, Pole never commented on art, seeming completely oblivious to the 
painted works and to the brilliant architectural feats that surrounded him on a daily basis in 
the papal city. The lack of information about the relationship between Pole and the artists who 
gravitated to his circle and on the artworks he commissioned, along with Thomas Mayer’s 
claim that ‘Pole, by most definitions a Renaissance patron, was a failure’,3 seems to have 
discouraged further research on the cardinal’s artistic patronage. In fact, the apparent absence 
of evidence about Pole’s interest in the visual arts is misleading. Pole has yet to receive the 
attention he deserves in the History of Art, as he did engage with the visual arts, even though 
he was highly selective about them and demanded they conform with his spiritual and social 
practices, similarly to other reformist-minded Roman Catholics. This article focuses on new 
ways of apprehending Pole’s relation to the visual arts. However difficult it may be to 
interpret absences in written sources when trying to understand a patron’s taste, it will be 
shown that Pole and the circle of reformers to which he belonged – the spirituali4 – tried to 
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develop a very specific and well-defined visual culture, the keyword of which was 
‘closeness’. 
 
AN ‘ALTERNATIVE REALM’5 OF PATRONAGE 
First, it is important to explain the unconventional and contradictory aspects of 
Cardinal Pole’s patronage, as described in the existing literature, as well as to expose the 
difficulties that can be encountered in its study. Types of patronage were varied and complex 
at the time, but a ‘traditional’ Renaissance patron may be broadly defined as a figure of 
prestige, granting protection as well as intellectual and financial support to a client looking for 
advancement and offering his services (an artist for instance), usually as a means to display 
the patron’s wealth and power. Patrons sometimes had their views and tastes implemented in 
their protégé’s achievements.6 As Thomas Mayer demonstrated, Pole’s patronage did not 
exactly meet that definition. The historian successfully identified the different phases of 
Pole’s patronage, showing that they mainly depended on the cardinal’s financial situation.7 
Although it appears that Pole was never interested in art, we have to bear in mind that he had 
few resources during his ‘Italian period’ (1536-1554). Henry VIII, who had given him 
stipends for the purpose of his studies since 1521, immediately stopped sending him money in 
1536, when Pole condemned the king’s divorce in his epistolary treatise defending Church 
unity, De unitate.8 Even once Pole had become a cardinal, he only received a modest pension 
from the papacy.9 Also preventing the prelate from undertaking a ‘traditional’ patronage were 
his own religious convictions: Pole cherished an ideal of apostolic poverty and wished, like 
many other partisans of reform, to purify the church of its abuses.10 But as Mayer highlighted, 
despite Pole’s ‘unworldly attitude’ a great number of intellectuals, poets and artists revolved 
around his circle, benefiting from its humanist culture and from its religious reflections.11 
This led Mayer to qualify Pole’s patronage as ‘spiritual’.12 But most importantly, the author 
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showed that Pole’s patronage was, to a large extent, that of his circle: it was the product of a 
collaborative effort between him and his private sphere.13 Thanks to Alexander Nagel’s study 
of Michelangelo’s presentation drawings to Vittoria Colonna, the Pietà of Boston (Fig. 1) and 
the Crucifixion of the British Museum (Fig. 2), we know that the spirituali preferred offerings 
without obligation, thereby making an analogy between the notion of ‘gift-giving’ and divine 
grace.14 This may explain why Pole seemed to refuse the logic of reciprocity of the patron-
client relationship and why artworks circulated between members of the spirituali with such 
an exceptional facility.15 Constance Furey shares Nagel’s views, but also rightly brought 
attention to the fact that Pole himself experienced ‘the conflict between the ideals and reality 
of patronage’ during his brutal break with his own patron, Henry VIII.16 According to Furey, 
the combination of these factors led to the creation of a new community where members were 
bound by friendship, an ‘alternative realm that was both shaped and distinct form the world of 
patronage’.17 
 Unfortunately, these studies remain mostly focused on literary patronage, and deal 
only lightly with the question of visual creations in the circle of Pole – Michelangelo’s 
drawings being an exception. However, in his recent biography on the cardinal, Mayer 
dedicated valuable pages to the construction of a new wing in Lambeth Palace – the 
Archbishop’s official residence in London18 – that was commissioned by Pole, and to 
Dominique Lampson’s inventio for the decorative wall painting overlooking the cardinal’s 
tomb in Canterbury Cathedral.19 He also compiled a catalogue of the different painted and 
engraved portraits of Pole.20 But the subject is far from exhausted. Building on Mayer’s 
foundation, this paper aims at revising the tendency of this author to balkanize Pole’s artistic 
patronage into an ‘Italian’ and an ‘English’ period, and at revealing instead a more consistent 
view of his patronage. 
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The artistic aspect of Pole’s patronage is more difficult to apprehend than the literary 
one: although it is quite clear that Pole was the nodal point linking the threads of a complex 
network of artists and humanists, the evidence is scarce. Thanks to scattered sources, we 
know that the cardinal must have had contacts with famous artists working in Rome, such as 
Michelangelo, his pupil Marcello Venusti – who might have followed Pole when he returned 
to England21 – and Sebastiano del Piombo.22 The Flemish painter Lambert Lombard was also 
a member of his household from 1537 to 1538, although he remained under the patronage of 
the Prince-Bishop of Liège, Erard de la Marck.23 After Lombard left, it has been suggested 
that Anthonis Mor may have been a protégé of Pole in Rome during the early 1540.24 Again, 
in 1554, when the Spanish court painter was commissioned a portrait of Mary Tudor, he 
probably travelled in England with the cardinal25 and stayed in his entourage in Lambeth 
Palace. There, he started a strong friendship with the cardinal’s secretary, Dominique 
Lampson, a young humanist from Liège who later attended Lombard’s art lectures in this city. 
But surprisingly, Pole never mentions the names of any of these artists in his correspondence, 
nor does Ludovico Beccadelli, a member of Pole’s household and author of the first 
biography on the cardinal (1563). Additionally, most works of art from that period belonging 
to Pole and his circle have now disappeared. For instance the grisaille work representing the 
Table of Cebes that Lombard made for the English prelate as he was staying in his house in 
Rome, is lost.26 This lack of surviving artworks is particularly striking when it comes to 
Pole’s ‘English Period’ (1554-1558). Lampson’s mural painting in Canterbury faded, due to 
the poor staying power of the oil painting on the wall.27 The new brick wing built by Pole on 
the north front of Lambeth Palace around 1556 and 1557, the most remarkable and also the 
most expensive achievement of Pole’s patronage, was destroyed in 1829 by the architect 
Edward Blore. Nothing remains of the Italianate loggia – one of the first of this type in 
England – above which was a ‘long gallery’ leading to a series of private chambers and 
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probably used to display artworks.28 Testimonies, literary descriptions, and – when lucky – 
engravings are the only sources left to understand the complexity of Pole’s patronage. 
It is clear, then, that the study of Pole’s patronage has been blinded by this shortage of 
sources and existing artworks. Yet could the absence of such material instead be a precious 
indicator of the type of visual culture emphasized in Pole’s circle? 
 
AN ERASMIAN CONCEPTION OF ART 
Among the new batch of cardinals nominated by the new pope Paul III between 1535-
1536 were Gasparo Contarini, Giovanni Morone and Jacopo Sadoleto – figures who, just like 
Pole, were closely associated with the movement of Italian reform – and the famous literati, 
Erasmus. The latter was offered a cardinal’s hat in 1535, an honour he of course declined. 
Pole, like many of the spirituali, owed much to the spirit and writings of Erasmus. He owned 
copies of eight of Erasmus’s works and praised his knowledge, defending him against his 
detractors.29 Thanks to his numerous travels in England, Pole and the Dutch humanist had 
many mutual friends: the jurist Thomas More, the bishop John Fisher, the Oxford theologian 
John Colet and the three grammarians and Hellenic scholars, Thomas Linacre, William 
Latimer and Cuthbert Tunstall are a few examples.30 Although Pole and Erasmus probably 
never met, they intermittently carried on a correspondence.31 Like Pole, despite his 
voluminous correspondence and his many other writings, Erasmus has left few detailed verbal 
descriptions of individual works of art.32 This is even more surprising considering the fact 
that, like Pole, Erasmus visited Rome between 1506 and 1509. His total silence about Italian 
Renaissance art and artists might be explained by the fact that his stay in the city was largely a 
disappointment: the humanist easily admits that he was shocked by the scandalous luxury of 
the papal court, the dissolute life of some roman prelates, and above all by the prevailing 
paganism in artworks.33 
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Erasmus’s indignant reaction to the excesses of Rome is interestingly similar to an 
anecdote that was told in 1539 by Richard Morison, King Henry’s propagandist against Pole, 
concerning the cardinal’s visit to Rome in 1525 for the papal jubilee: ‘[he] recalled Pole 
saying that he had been so disgusted on that occasion by “the abomination of the cardinals, 
bishops and other their [sic] officers, with the detestable vices of that city”, that he left Rome 
after about three or four days’.34 Morison’s story is of course exaggerated. Pole was not an 
iconoclast, but he certainly held views quite similar to those of Erasmus on the matter of the 
‘magnificence’ displayed in Rome – that is, the large sums of money spent by the elite for 
exceptional material splendour aimed at showing their wealth and power.35 As noted above, 
Pole was a partisan of Church reform. The ideal of simplicity he adopted must have affected 
his life on a daily basis. Indeed it can be seen in the detailed inventory of Lambeth Palace, 
carried out after Pole’s death by Elizabeth’s commissioners, the Earl of Rutland, Sir Gawen 
Carew, and Sir Nicholas Throckmorton on 20 November 1558.36 This document indicates that 
Pole and his household had a rather distant relationship with objects: the description of the 
numerous rooms of the palace is more a list of mattresses, sheets, cushions and carpets. A few 
historiated tapestries and embroidered bedspreads are the only artworks mentioned, without 
any indication however on what they depicted (fol. 23r for instance: ‘peeces of hanginges 
with pictures’ or fol. 22v: ‘A coverlet with Images’). Even the inventory of Pole’s wardrobe, 
dated the same day, appears more sumptuous in comparison.37 However, it would be an 
oversimplification to assume on this basis that Pole was disinterested in art. Pole’s silence, his 
apparent lack of interest in art, together with the modest environs of Lambeth, should instead 
be interpreted in the light of the simplicity he cherished, and his revulsion – like Erasmus – 
towards ostentatious art. To Pole, art was subordinated to moral and religious feelings, and to 
humanism. Its function was to help the viewer rising towards higher realities, placing docere 
and movere above delectare.  
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In this respect, Lombard’s 1538 grisaille constitutes a perfect example of Pole’s 
patronage, and of how the cardinal’s views and tastes were implemented in a work of art. As 
Godlieve Denhaene argued, its theme was highly erudite and moral, in line with Pole’s 
ideals.38 It is likely that Pole himself asked Lombard to work on this subject, taken from an 
ancient philosophical text entitled The Table of Cebes. Pole had probably been familiar with 
the Tabula long before: it was a popular school text, used during the Renaissance to teach 
Greek, a language that Pole studied in Padua.39 Emphasising virtues such as ‘Continence’, 
‘Patience’, ‘Moderation’ and ‘Modesty’, it recommended an austere way of life, 
corresponding to Pole’s ideal of ecclesiastical life.40 It was also particularly well suited to 
religious interpretation, another aspect that may have pleased Pole: during the Renaissance, 
the Tabula was frequently transformed into an image of man’s progress towards salvation. 
For example, an anonymous Venetian engraving published in 1549, interpreted the text from 
that angle, presenting a suffering Christ with his cross at the climax of its composition.41 
Knowing Pole’s interest in salvation and the centrality of Christ’s figure in his spirituality, it 
is likely that Lombard’s grisaille was comparable. 
Also characteristic of the artistic production in Pole’s circle is the taste for 
Christocentric, ‘dolorist’ representations of the Passion. This is particularly striking in 
Michelangelo’s Pietà and Crucifixion, in which Christ’s tormented body occupies a central 
position. As Nagel and many others have noted, this can be explained by the fact that the 
spirituali nourished a faith centred on Christ. Contrary to the main school of thought in the 
Roman Church, which emphasized the primacy of good works in man’s justification before 
God, the spirituali believed that faith in Christ’s sacrifice was the only true path to 
salvation.42 Other artists seem to have been inspired by the Christocentric doctrine of the 
spirituali, adopting at the same time the motifs Michelangelo created for this group. 
Denhaene claimed that Lombard was profoundly influenced by Pole’s spirituality: he depicted 
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for instance a Christ on the Cross (Fig. 3), sharing many characteristics with Michelangelo’s 
Crucifixion, including the same “Y”-shaped form of the cross and the same supplicating gaze 
of the Saviour towards the heavens.43 However, care must be taken to assess the influence of 
Pole’s religious thoughts on art, since it is not known to what extent he informed artists of his 
ideas on doctrine-related matters – indeed, the evidence rather indicates that even his closest 
friends did not grasp clearly his opinions.44 It will now be argued that in addition to his 
predilection for religious and moral themes, Pole’s circle favoured subtle artworks, combining 
specific visual characteristics in phase with the cardinal’s ‘ideal of simplicity’ and which were 
designed for the purpose of meditation. 
 
THE SPIRITUALI’S ‘VISUAL NICODEMISM’ 
 
The creation by Pole and the spirituali of an ‘alternative realm’ of patronage suited their 
desire for secrecy. The ambiguity of their position in the Roman Church and the similarity of 
their ideas to those of the Lutherans, especially on the doctrine of justification, called for 
discretion: the circle of the spirituali remained until its end a highly private and exclusive 
circle.45 Pole himself always seemed reluctant to present publicly his own theological views 
and carefully avoided direct confrontations.46 He was more at home with his friends, in his 
private sphere, or in his position as spiritual adviser to noble women, like Giulia Gonzaga, the 
poet Vittoria Colonna, and Queen Mary Tudor.47 Pole’s circle encouraged the cultivation of a 
certain form of secrecy and interiority when it came to spiritual life: this tendency is likely to 
have influenced the visual style of the artworks circulating among the members of this circle. 
From this perspective, the study of Michelangelo’s presentation drawings is essential. Before 
being widely disseminated as engravings, they were, at the beginning, only intended for the 
contemplation of a select audience. They circulated freely between the members of the 
spirituali circle, whether in the form of originals, drawn copies, or painted panels,48 but were 
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jealously kept within this circle.49 This seems to confirm the hypothesis that Michelangelo’s 
works were specifically adjusted to the tastes of his friends. Based on the two drawings he 
made for Colonna and the spirituali50 it is possible to establish a visual ‘profile’ of the kind of 
works Pole and his friends might have favoured. 
The first noteworthy characteristic is sobriety. Close to an Andachtsbild, Michelangelo’s 
Pietà represents a moment ‘out of time’. It acts as a visual abstract51 in the whole mystery of 
Incarnation, death and Redemption, suggested by the combination of opposing ascending and 
descending dynamics – formed by the rising arms of the Virgin, the dropping ones of Christ 
and the ground shifting under his feet – and by the complex interaction between the mother 
and her son: placed between the legs of the Co-redemptrix Virgin, the Saviour seems to return 
to the womb of his mother which now acts as his sepulchre.52 The Crucifixion, on the 
contrary, corresponds to a precise biblical episode, that is the moment when the crucified 
Christ implores his father, crying ‘Heli, Heli’ (Marc, 15:34).53 But there is a similar trend 
towards visual simplificatio and austerity in both drawings: apart from a few hardly sketched 
details (the weeping angels at either side of the cross, the skull and the Golgotha at the 
bottom), the Crucifixion’s background remains plain, almost blank. Christ’s body, which is on 
the contrary very elaborately worked, seems to stand out in relief, as if sculpted at the black 
chalk’s point. This visual sobriety or despejo (from the verb despejar, ‘to empty’ in 
Portuguese) was already identified by Francisco de Hollanda – another important figure in 
Pole’s circle54 – as key to Michelangelo’s art.55 It helped the viewer concentrate on the divine 
body of Christ, which took a predominant role in the piety of the spirituali. A drawing by the 
hand of Giulio Clovio (Fig. 4) – copied after a lost original by Michelangelo56 – shows that 
the master carried this solution to its paroxysm: it displays Christ’s body, without even the 
cross, as crucified on the space of the sheet, suspended in the air. Lombard also seemed to 
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acknowledge this notion of despejo in his Christ on the Cross, where the absence of setting is 
particularly striking.57 
Notably, all of the works discussed here were depicted with a reduced range of colours. 
The very peculiar chromatic world formed by the use of only one colour was already at work 
in Lombard’s grisaille of the Tabula Cebetis. Mathilde Bert interestingly suggested that in 
Lombard’s case, the use of monochromy was intended as a play of emulation with ancient 
painting, that the painter knew through his reading of book XXXV of Pliny the Elder’s 
Naturalis historia.58 Linking humanism and the notion of erudition with a taste for 
monochrome works, Bert also highlighted Erasmus’s interest for austeristas in figurative 
means. In his praise of Dürer (1528) – probably the longest incursion of the Dutch humanist 
into art criticism – Erasmus places the artist above Apelles thanks to his use of monochrome: 
‘Dürer, however, though admirable also in other respects, what does he not express in 
monochromes (monochromata), that is, by black lines?’.59 Pole’s apparent preference for 
monochrome is once more a common taste with Erasmus. The only two ‘colours’, black and 
white, that Michelangelo used in his drawings, therefore seemed to fulfil the cardinal’s 
requirement for sobriety. They probably allowed the viewer to elevate his mind towards the 
moral and spiritual message, inviting him to go beyond the wall of appearances to reach the 
heart of the subject.60 
Another important characteristic of Michelangelo’s disegno for the spirituali, and the 
related works that followed, is their highly ‘private’ nature. Their relatively small format – 
drawings, small-size painted panels, or miniatures – confirms that they were conceived to be 
viewed in the intimacy of meditation, by one person at a time. The works in question were 
then easily transportable: Pole for instance brought his Pietà by Michelangelo with him to 
Trent in 1545-46.61 
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VISTO COL VETRO E SCULPITO NEL CUORE: MEDITATIVE PRACTICES IN POLE’S CIRCLE AND THEIR 
POSTERITY 
The small size of these works also served a devotional purpose62: it encouraged the 
viewer to examine carefully each hidden recess of their design. In that respect, several letters 
suggest that the spirituali used magnifying glasses in order to observe better each detail of the 
representation. In one of her letters to Michelangelo, dated between 1538-1541, Vittoria 
Colonna claimed she observed the Crucifixion using a lamp, a magnifying glass and a mirror 
(al lume e col vetro e specchio).63 Later, in 1543, the Marchesa wrote to Alvise Priuli, Pole’s 
faithful friend, asking him to send her rapidly a green-coloured glass from Venice (quell vetro 
verde che venne da Venezia),64 similar to the one possessed by Pole and also used by 
Marcantonio Flaminio. Apparently this object was a convex lens that Colonna wanted to lend 
to Michelangelo, whose eyesight was falling, to help him paint more comfortably (per la vista 
nel dipingere). Admiring works of art through such devices was not uncommon at the time 
and is rather well documented for several artists and patrons.65 
In Pole’s circle, however, magnifying glasses seem not to have been used as a true aid 
to vision but rather as a tool for a very specific philosophy of the image. Colonna’s letter 
mentioning a lamp, a magnifying glass and a mirror, suggests that the poetess managed to 
project an enlarged version of the drawing in the mirror. As Hugo Chapman rightly suggested, 
‘The reversal of the design, and the resulting image’s disassociation from the drawing, was 
perhaps a means to move her attention away from aesthetic admiration of its merits as a work 
of art, to a devotional contemplation of its subject’.66 This way of looking therefore allowed 
Colonna to enhance her intimacy with Christ, being able to see every detail of his suffering 
body, and to free herself from the materiality of the drawing, transforming it into a mental 
image for the purpose of meditation. This ‘negative method’, recognising that God cannot be 
apprehended by visual contemplation and renouncing meditation based on a material image in 
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a superior state of prayer, can be traced back to the writings of Dionysius the Areopagite.67 It 
is also very close to the Jesuit theory of images that would later be developed in devotional 
books towards the end of the century and the beginning of the seventeenth century.68 
The fact that the Company – one of the names chosen by the Jesuits to designate their 
organisation69 – bore the same contradiction as the spirituali about visual representations, that 
is being great promoters of images but at the same time tempted to reject them,70 is actually 
not so surprising. Several members of the spirituali circle, such as Bishop Matteo Giberti, 
Gasparo Contarini, Vittoria Colonna, were close to the nascent Society of Jesus in the 1530s 
and 1540s. It is likely that Pole himself met the founder of the Society, St Ignatius Loyola, 
through his friends.71 As their correspondence shows, Pole was involved with the Company 
and regularly assisted Loyola. It has frequently been highlighted that the spirituality of the 
Jesuits was in line with the movement of the devotio moderna, started in the fifteenth century, 
which cultivated the ideal of a more personal and interiorised faith. But due to the exceptional 
modernity and ‘adaptability’ of the Society of Jesus, it might be interesting to consider instead 
that Loyola and the early Jesuits drew lessons from shared spiritual practices with the 
spirituali.72 Pole and his friends may even have influenced one of the founding texts of the 
Jesuits, the Spiritual Exercises, ‘a guide through a set of inner experiences that every Jesuit 
underwent’.73 Although the first edition of this manual was printed in 1548, several of its 
manuscripts circulated long before in learned circles. The English priest John Heylard, a close 
friend of Pole,74 even copied the Exercises into his notebook and is said to have made them in 
Paris or Venice under the direction of either Ignatius himself or Pierre Favre.75 The Exercises 
highlighted the importance of the ‘composition of place’, a mental and sensory projection of 
the devout within the image of the meditation subject.76 The spirituali were not unfamiliar 
with such practices, using images for meditation, as demonstrated by a text composed by 
Vittoria Colonna between 1539 and 1542, Pianto sopra la Passione di Cristo (Plaint on the 
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Passion of Christ). According to Susan Haskins, it is the result of a meditation inspired by 
Michelangelo’s Pietà drawing and the account of a vision that may have been prompted by 
this image.77  
Accordingly, at least one visual practice specific to the spirituali can be identified: 
during meditation, they used a visual support, ‘parsed’ it,78 and – when its mental duplicate 
was sufficiently anchored and reconstituted in memory – finally abandoned it to see its image 
with the ‘eyes of the spirit’ instead of the ‘eyes of the body’. This process may have been one 
of the sources of inspiration that later informed the Jesuit conception of the image. Expressing 
her admiration for his Crucifixion drawing to Michelangelo, Vittoria Colonna told the master 
that its image had ‘crucified itself in her memory’ (ha crucifixe nella memoria mia). Ercole 
Gonzaga, in a letter to Pietro Bertano, Bishop of Fano, having written that Pole was ready to 
let him have his Pietà by Michelangelo, concludes that it is best the drawing remains in the 
possession of Pole ‘who carries it by faith sculpted on his heart’ (per fede sculpito nel 
cuore).79 This verbal metaphor also recalls one of the favourite motifs of Jesuit devotional 
manuals, that is Christ’s image sculpted or painted in the meditant’s heart as an echo to the 
Aristotelian theory, according to which images could leave their mark on this organ in the 
same way as a seal can be imprinted on wax.80 Christocentricity, sobriety, and privacy are 
therefore the essential characteristics of the visual style advocated by the spirituali: 
contemplation of images had to be able to further a direct religious experience between God 
and the meditant.81 It seems that Pole long kept this artistic ideal with him, even when he 
came back to England for the Restoration of Catholicism. 
 
A TASTE FOR MINIATURE WORKS: POLE’S ARTISTIC BAGGAGE IN ENGLAND 
Among the rare artistic works that were commissioned by Pole himself are several 
miniatures.82 Between 1548 and 1549, he commissioned one for the frontispiece of the 
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account book of the English Hospice in Rome, the Liber Rationarius Hospitalis, when he 
directed this institution: it represented the Holy Trinity, to whom the place was dedicated 
since its foundation in the fourteenth century, together with Saint Thomas of Canterbury and 
Saint Edmund.83 In England, Pole commissioned John Mulcaster to illuminate his 
Archbishop’s Register in Lambeth: it consisted in the depiction of his heraldry in lieu of a 
frontispiece, and, on the first page, of an ornate letter ‘R’ for Registrum, as a frame for a small 
sketch representing the death of Pyramus and Thisbe.84 
Thomas Mayer also noticed this apparent taste of Pole for the miniature genre and uses 
it as an argument to justify that Venusti, praised by Vasari for his qualities as a miniaturist, 
might have been the mysterious painter ‘Marcello’ who accompanied Pole to England. The 
author also suggested that Pole’s predilection for miniatures could emanate from his desire to 
save money.85 It must be mentioned however that miniatures have never proved to be less 
expensive than larger works, quite the contrary: the elite character of the miniature was 
greatly prized in European courts at that time. Moreover, even if Pole was indeed preoccupied 
by his poor finances during most of his life, I argue that the miniature genre pleased him for 
completely different reasons, and namely because of its adaptability to the ‘spirituali visual 
culture’ as defined above: a preference for small-sized works, easily transportable and 
manipulable, the contemplation of which could promote personal – and preferably spiritual – 
experiences. The fact that miniatures were easily concealed might even have suited Pole’s 
preference for discretion. It may be argued that the acquisition of miniatures was already part 
of a well-established tradition in England, sometimes for the exact same reasons that I 
attributed to Pole86, and that even King Henry VIII – Pole’s most noteworthy enemy – owned 
several miniature works. However, I argue that Pole still breaks with previous instances of 
acquisition of miniatures in England, in that his interest did not lie only in the miniature genre 
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itself, but instead in the combination of the miniature’s convenient format with very specific 
subjects and forms – which were created by Michelangelo in Italy for the spirituali circle. 
We know that miniatures on religious subjects circulated in Pole’s circle. The 
inventory of the personal belongings that Gianfrancesco Stella87 left in Rome to join Pole in 
England, dated 25 November 1555,88 mentions a miniature of Christ on the Cross by 
‘Marcello’ (Venusti?), presented in an ebony frame.89 Unlike Stella, however, other members 
of the circle seem to have taken their miniatures in England, sometimes offering them as gifts 
to newcomers. The Flemish humanist Dominique Lampson, Pole’s new secretary in Lambeth, 
in a letter dated 9 December 1570, told the artist Giulio Clovio how he came into possession 
of one of his miniatures representing the Holy Family – a gift offered to him by George Lily –
, describing it as one of his most precious objects.90 
Clovio’s figure has not been sufficiently examined in the light of his relationship with 
Pole’s circle.91 Yet the facts seem to show he was very close to the spirituali, and especially 
Colonna and Michelangelo. As noted by M. Pelc,92 the third dialogue of Francisco de 
Hollanda takes place in Giulio Clovio’s workshop. Hollanda reported that the miniaturist 
asked him to be introduced to the intellectual and spiritual circle of the Marchesa of Pescara 
and Michelangelo – with whom the Portuguese was on good terms.93 Hollanda’s favour must 
have helped since Clovio would later draw a Pietà for Colonna. The poetess even did 
everything she could to stop the miniaturist from leaving Rome when he was tempted to quit 
the service of his patron, Alessandro Farnese, and go to Florence.94 Although no documents 
suggesting any real contacts between Michelangelo and Clovio have thus far come to light, 
the nature of their relationship is clear from an artistic point of view:95 Clovio was probably 
the ‘most diligent and exact copyist of Michelangelo’.96 He had access to many drawings by 
the master as early as the 1530s, long before Venusti: some of them can even be found in the 
inventories of the belongings he left at his death.97 Clovio also made miniatures after 
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Michelangelo’s invenzioni, drawing inspiration from the Colonna Pietà or the Crucifixion.98 If 
several miniatures by Clovio were indeed brought back in England by the spirituali, they 
could have introduced Michelangelo’s compositions to local artists. It could explain for 
instance the origin of Christ’s position in a miniature drawing by the famous English artist 
Isaac Oliver, The Lamentation (Fig. 5): the ‘yokelike posture’99 of his arms, placed over the 
knees of the figure behind him, the rest of his body resting on the ground, inevitably recalls 
the graphic world of Michelangelo, and especially the Colonna Pietà. But it reminds us even 
more of a drawing by Clovio100 (Fig. 6), probably made after a lost original by Michelangelo, 
and also very close to the Pietà, but in this case with Nicodemus101 holding Christ instead of 
the Virgin, like in the Lamentation. It is certainly not a coincidence that Oliver’s name was 
associated early on with the same praiseful epithet attributed by Vasari to Clovio – 
‘Michelangelo in little’ – so that the first English historians of art tended to confuse the 
two.102 
Several signs suggest that the spirituali circle owed much to Clovio when it came to 
the reproduction of Michelangelo’s drawings as miniatures and as devotional works. If Clovio 
had not remained in Florence in the 1550s at the Medici’s court, it would be tempting to think 
that he might have come to England with Pole instead of Venusti. In a more general way, 
Clovio seems to have built close ties to England since he undertook a correspondence with the 
noted female miniaturist painter, Lievine Teerlinc, then in Elizabeth I’s service.103 Much work 
remains to be done, however, with regards to the identification of the miniatures which 
circulated in Pole’s circle: English collections may still contain woks by Clovio,104 hitherto 
wrongly attributed. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
According to Thomas Mayer, major cultural consequences should have followed 
Pole’s return to his country, ‘enough to start an Italian Renaissance cell in England’.105 But as 
many historians of art still emphasize, art was not the priority during the troubled times of the 
Marian restoration of Catholicism. However, if Pole’s coming to England seems not to have 
the expected impact, this is due less to the context than to the private nature of the works of 
art circulating in his circle. Seen in that perspective, Clovio’s miniatures are a perfect 
example, and as Mark Evans points out: ‘it is certain that the works of men such as Don 
Giulio are not public, nor in places where they can be seen by everyone’.106 Artistic 
exchanges took a great significance within the spirituali circle, but were often restricted to a 
confidential level, escaping the traditional system of patronage and commissions. The attitude 
of both Pole and his friends towards art can be summed up by the word ‘closeness’. First in a 
sense of emotional ‘closeness’ between the creator and the receiver: the artworks circulating 
among the spirituali were often made by artists who shared the same spiritual sensibilities and 
who were bound to this circle by friendship. The meditational practices of the spirituali 
influenced the theme (moral and religious), the style and the form (small size, despejo, and 
sometimes monochrome) of the works circulating among them. ‘Closeness’, then, is also to be 
understood in the spatial sense of the term: in a sort of ‘archaeology of gaze’ we may see that 
intimacy and proximity were an essential part in the spirituali ‘visual experience’, which 
explains the predilection of this circle for miniatures, along with their ‘secret’ aspect.  
Because of the singular place of small-scale artworks in Pole’s circle, I suggest to 
make the miniature a privileged observatory of the artistic impact that the cardinal’s 
entourage had in England. Such an approach should be, however, further exploited in the 
broader analysis of artistic exchanges between England and the continent. The miniature was 
an art that was not bound by the shores of England, and the rare European artists who were 
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able to practice that art were closely tied to each other, either by kinship or friendship: the 
‘microcosmic nature’ of this community would then allow to observe complex artistic 
exchanges at a smaller scale. For that purpose, Oliver’s artistic formation and hypothetic 
travels abroad should be re-examined: his Lamentation, while likely inspired by the 
Michelangelesque forms of the Colonna Pietà, also played with local English, Flemish, and 
French forms, preferring composite artworks to direct artistic citations. 
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